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ABSTRACT: This article presents the field of wildlife ecology, which serves as the scientific basis for wildlife 

protection and management. The evolution of the field is briefly discussed. The application of wildlife ecology 

to management and conservation of wildlife species is discussed, as well as the central interrelated themes in 

wildlife ecology. The application of ecological principles to the study of wildlife species is known as wildlife 

ecology. However, there is no generally recognized meaning for the word wildlife. During the 1900s, the term's 

meaning evolved in tandem with the growth of the wildlife management profession. Historically, wildlife 

management centered on game animals, which were birds and mammals that were hunted or harvested. Since 

the 1960s, the focus of wildlife management activities has shifted to include non-game species (i.e., non-game 

species) as well as the conservation of rare or endangered taxa. The term "wildlife" now encompasses all 

terrestrial vertebrates (birds, mammals, reptiles, and amphibians), as well as invertebrates. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Wildlife ecology emerged as a field of study after the rise of ecology in the 1900s, and it is a 

sub discipline of ecology. By publishing the first text on game management in 1933 and 

establishing the first university curriculum in wildlife ecology and management, Aldo Leopold 

is credited with formalizing the study of wildlife ecology and management in North America. 

Individual organisms and their relationships with the environment, interactions among 

individuals within a population (e.g., sociality, intraspecific competition), dynamics of 

populations, interactions among species (e.g., competition, predation, parasitism, disease), and 

dynamics and structure of communities are all part of wildlife ecology. These levels have 

recently been expanded in each direction to formally include wildlife interactions with 

ecosystem processes as well as the genetics of wildlife populations [1]–[3]. 

1.1 Wildlife Ecology's Major Themes: 

1.1.1 Habitat: 

In wildlife ecology, habitat is a key concept. The term habitat has been used in both an 

organism-specific and a land-based context (e.g., elk habitat) (e.g., riparian habitat). Wildlife 

ecologists define habitat as the area in which an animal lives, including all biotic and abiotic 

resources that influence survival and reproduction. This operational definition is comparable 

to a species' Grinnellian niche. The use of geographic information systems (GIS) to map the 

distributions of wildlife species and their habitats has allowed researchers to look at multiple 

habitat variables at the same time (for example, vegetation, soil, climatic conditions, 

physiographic features, and the distribution of other species). Modern wildlife habitat research 

is multivariate in nature [4]. 
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Wildlife ecologists are frequently interested in improving the habitat quality of a specific 

species or group of species. Habitat quality is typically measured in terms of the contribution 

of resources to individual survival and reproduction (i.e., fitness) as well as population 

persistence. 

As a result, habitat quality should be assessed using long-term data on individual and 

population demographics. The use of population density as a sole indicator of habitat quality 

is ineffective and potentially misleading. Figure 1 shows the Modern use of the term ‘wildlife’ 

encompasses all terrestrial vertebrates. 

 

Figure 1: The above figure shows the Modern use of the term ‘wildlife’ encompasses all 

terrestrial vertebrates. 

1.1.2 Resource Selection: 

In wildlife ecology, habitat selection, or more broadly resource selection, is a major theme. 

Food, housing, den sites, and space are examples of resources that an individual needs to live 

and reproduce. The components that make up an organism's environment are known as 

resources. The idea is that animals pick resources in ways that enhance fitness (i.e., survival 

and reproduction), and that these behaviours are therefore influenced by natural selection. 

Resource selection behavior may be inherent, acquired, or imitated from conspecifics[5], [6]. 
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By monitoring resource usage and comparing it to the availability of those resources in the 

ecosystem, wildlife ecologists may infer what resources animals prefer. If a resource's 

proportionate usage exceeds its proportional availability, the resource is said to be "chosen." If 

proportionate usage is less than availability, the resource is said to be "avoided." If an animal 

does not make resource choices (i.e., resources are utilized at random), then measured resource 

usage is anticipated to be proportional to resource availability in the environment[7], [8]. 

Differential resource usage denotes a preference for some resources over others; however, the 

two ideas are not necessarily synonymous. For example, if the most desired food item is 

unavailable, an animal may choose a tasty but less preferred food resource. Resource 

preference varies from selection in that it describes what an animal would do if all available 

resources were evenly distributed. 

Because this happens seldom (or never) in nature, animal ecologists typically concentrate on 

measuring resource selection (i.e., the selection of resources from the environment). 

Wildlife selects resources on a variety of geographic scales or levels. The largest degree of 

selection is represented by a species' geographic distribution. Animals within populations 

choose ranges within which they limit mobility, and certain places or resources are utilized 

more often than others within those ranges. Herbivores, for example, may choose to forage in 

a certain kind of forest, and within that forest, they may choose specific forage species, 

individual plants, and plant sections (e.g., leaves, stems, tubers). Wildlife ecologists often 

attempt to understand resource selection on many levels because of the hierarchical structure 

of these activities[9]. 

1.1.3 Space Utilization: 

Individual and species distribution is linked to resource selection, which is another major topic 

in animal ecology. A number of variables likely influences the size and structure of the regions 

utilized by particular animals. Scientists have discovered broad biological trends across 

species, demonstrating that body size, trophic level, and sociality have all influenced the 

development of space utilization. Within taxa, resource availability and dispersion, population 

density, season, and the presence of predators or competitors all have an impact on how wildlife 

uses space. Individual factors like as age, sex, and breeding status may also affect resource 

needs, contributing to species-specific variance in space usage. Figure 2 shows the Radio collar 

with global positioning system (GPS) technology[10]. 
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Figure 2: The above figure shows the Radio collar with global positioning system (GPS) 

technology. 

In animal ecology, home range is a conceptual cornerstone of space utilization. The region 

utilized by an animal for activities such as finding food, housing, and reproduction is referred 

to as its home range, and it usually excludes exploratory excursions outside of the area of 

common usage. The notion of a home range has been compared to that of a cognitive map of a 

person's surroundings, and therefore reflects the region with which that individual is 

acquainted. Although the idea of home range is straightforward and obvious, there are inherent 

difficulties in applying it to wildlife species in a meaningful way. Defining the duration of the 

time of usage, deciding which exploratory movements to omit, and assessing familiarity with 

places that an animal may avoid or use seldom are all difficulties. Figure 3 shows Fisher being 

released wearing a satellite platform terminal transmitter. 

 

Figure 3: The above figure shows the Fisher being released wearing a satellite platform 

terminal transmitter. 

Home ranges are established operationally by documenting individual locations and utilizing 

one of many methods for defining space usage over a particular time. Analytical techniques 

have progressed from assuming uniform space usage to methods based on probabilistic space 
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use models based on location data. Radio telemetry has become one of the most popular 

techniques for locating individuals of various species, ranging from bats to whales, in order to 

conduct space usage studies. Recent advancements in satellite and global positioning system 

(GPS) technology may supply ecologists with regular location data on a variety of animal 

species. 

Territories are protected home areas that are controlled by individuals, mated couples, or 

groups such as wolf packs. Visual or olfactory signposts designate many mammalian 

territories, while many bird species' territories are defined by visual and aural displays. 

Reciprocal dominance is a term used to describe territoriality. It means that an individual is 

dominating inside its own area but submissive within the boundaries of adjacent territories. 

Territories include essential resources (such as food, space, mates, and offspring) for which the 

expense of defending is outweighed by the advantage of retaining access to and control over 

those resources. 

1.1.4 Population Regulation and Growth: 

Wildlife ecologists are particularly interested in the variables that influence the abundance and 

population growth of wildlife species. The idea of ecological carrying capacity states that the 

amount of resources available in the environment restricts the number of people who can live 

in a given region. In reality, carrying capacity is difficult to calculate, presumably changes over 

time, and may not be accurately reflected by population numbers. Other factors, like as 

predation or illness, may limit the population below the level dictated by resource constraints. 

Wildlife managers are interested in limiting variables, such as food, predation, or illness, since 

strategies that change such limiting factors have the potential to improve population growth or 

viability. 

Most animal populations are rather stable, implying that they are not only restricted but also 

controlled in some way. The term "regulation" refers to most wildlife populations' propensity 

to maintain a relatively constant size throughout time (or to vary within limits). Regulation 

occurs because of changes in survival and/or reproduction that vary with population density, 

and these variables are referred to as density dependent factors. Predation and intraspecific 

competition for food or other resources are two mechanisms that may control population 

growth. Weather and stochastic fluctuation in demographic parameters (e.g., birth and death 

rates) may also influence survival and reproduction independently of population density; these 

are known as density-independent variables. Most animal populations are likely regulated by 

interactions between density-dependent and density-independent variables. 

Long-term animal population studies provide unique insights into the complex and 

interconnected processes that restrict and control populations. Since 1959, researchers have 

been studying moose and wolves on Isle Royale in northern Michigan, USA. Disease, fire, and 

parasites have all altered the dynamics of that system throughout the years. 

1.2 Wildlife Ecology In Practice: 

Conservation and management of wildlife species and their habitats are based on wildlife 

ecology. Despite the fact that the word management implies direct manipulation, wildlife 

conservation and management include attempts to preserve or restore endangered species and 
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their ecosystems, as well as indirect manipulation of animal populations via habitat or resource 

change. The wildlife profession has grown to encompass the protection of functional, complete 

ecosystems that contain animals and their habitats, in addition to single-species management. 

2. DISCUSSION 

The author has discussed about the Wildlife Ecology, High winds have a significant role in 

temperate forests, according to studies on forest regeneration in North America. Although such 

disasters are uncommon, they may play a role in the development and preservation of mosaic 

patterns, which contribute to the variety of these forests. Some attempts to reconstruct the 

history of winds during the last glacial maximum (around 18 000 years ago) suggest that 

tropical storms generating hurricane-force winds were rarer, less intense, and shorter than they 

are today, with significant implications for forest ecology, including the influence on the 

development, structure, and composition of migrating and reassembling trees. Direct proof of 

wind's impacts on forests, on the other hand, is hard to come by, and other elements of wind's 

effects on a broad range of ecologically important issues are similarly underrepresented in the 

scientific literature. Almost all of the research discussed in this article are based on an 

ecological question, implying a partly unknown reliance on environmental factors. In most 

cases, temperature, precipitation, and humidity are regarded significant factors, whereas wind 

impacts are seen as a potential or probable side effect of the broader ecological process under 

study. It is hardly surprising, however, that there are few systematic studies in the scientific 

literature that address all elements of wind in depth. 

3. CONCLUSION 

The author has concluded about the Wildlife Ecology, Habitat is a crucial term in animal 

ecology. The word habitat has been used to describe both organisms and land-based 

environments (e.g., elk habitat) (e.g., riparian habitat). The region in which an animal lives, 

encompassing all biotic and abiotic components that affect survival and reproduction, is 

defined by wildlife ecologists as habitat. The field's development is briefly addressed. The 

significance of wildlife ecology to wildlife species management and conservation, as well as 

the key linked topics in wildlife ecology, are addressed. Wildlife ecology is the application of 

ecological concepts to the study of wildlife species. The term wildlife, on the other hand, has 

no universally accepted definition. The definition of the word developed in parallel with the 

development of the nature conservation professions throughout the 1900s. Historically, game 

animals, such as marine mammals that were hunted or harvested, were the focus of wildlife 

management. The emphasis of wildlife management operations has changed since the 1960s to 

include non-game species (i.e., non-game species) as well as the protection of uncommon or 

endangered taxa. 
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